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Sport and Society Jan 10 2021 'This third edition of Sport and Society, with contributions from some of the field’s most highly respected
scholars, covers the myriad of complex, pervasive and global issues confronting sport in the 21st century. It continues to be a foundation
text for students across most sport disciplines' - Russel Hoye, La Trobe University, Australia ‘The third edition of Sport and Society
reinforces its place as one of the most valuable texts for students and others engaging in social scientific study of sport. Overall, the book
continues to achieve an unrivalled balance between different social science disciplines that have been applied to sport; between local,
national and international issues; and between broad overviews and specific detail on every topic. The end result is a book that is "a must"
on many academic reading lists!' - Iain Lindsey, Durham University, UK Fully updated and revised, the Third Edition of Barrie Houlihan
and Dominic Malcolm's ground-breaking Sport and Society provides students and instructors with a one-stop text that is comprehensive,
accessible, international, and engaging. This popular book: Approaches the study of sport from a multi-disciplinary perspective Presents
the importance of social structure, power, and inequality in analysing the nature and significance of sport in society Addresses the rapid
commercialization and regulation of sport Engages in comparative analysis to understand problems clearly and produce sound solutions
Expands students' knowledge through chapter summaries, guides to further reading, and extensive bibliographies Offers five new chapters
addressing the key contemporary issues of: lifestyle sport; sport for development and peace; the governance of international sport
organisations; sports fandom; and sport in East Asia. A superb teaching text, this new edition will be relished by instructors seeking an
authoritative introduction to sport and society and students who want a relevant, enriching text for their learning and research needs.
World Ocean Assessment Jun 14 2021 This United Nations report examines the current state of knowledge of the world's oceans, for
policymakers, and provides a reference for marine science courses.
Finance and Development, June 2014 Aug 29 2022 This chapter highlights various ways Asia’s growth has affected the world economy.
The chapter also shows that if currency trends continue, the Asian economy is expected to be larger than that of the United States and
Europe combined. Some Asian countries offer sophisticated financial markets and are centers for technological innovation, while others
are largely agricultural. The study shows that the region is home to 700 million poor people, about 65 percent of the world’s poor—a figure
that stands in stark relief against Asia’s economic strength and growing prosperity. The chapter also references the inquiry by the
managing editor of the Journal of Economic Perspectives into the rich and sometimes tortured relationship between economics and virtue.
OECD Economic Surveys: New Zealand 2015 Jan 28 2020 This 2015 OECD Economic Survey of New Zealand examines recent economic
developments, policies and prospects. Special chapters cover sustaining the economic expansion and making growth more inclusive.
Migration and Security in the Global Age Oct 26 2019 This book is an interdisciplinary examination of several interconnecting aspects of
migrant communities in the context of contemporary conflict and security. The book illustrates that within this globalised world, migrants
have become key actors, living in the spaces between states, as well as within them. Arguing that migrants and their descendants are vital
and complex constituencies for the achievement of security in this global age, the volume uses a number of case studies, including
Palestinian, Sri Lankan, Irish and Somali diaspora communities, to explore the different ways that such groups intersect with issues of
security, and how these attitudes and behaviours have evolved in the context of political transnationalism and the global economy.
Comparative and econometric studies of migration can provide a wide lens but at times fail to capture the depth and complexity of these

communities and attitudes within them. At the same time, empirically focused studies are often case-specific and, while rich in local detail,
lack comparative breadth or the ability to make connections and see irregularities across a number of contexts that might be of interest to
scholars beyond that specific area. This book connects these literatures together more thoroughly. In particular, it demonstrates that
political, cultural, economic and social factors all play important roles in helping us understand the actual (and potential) roles of migrant
communities in conflict and the establishment of sustainable security within contemporary society. Lastly, given this context, the book seeks
to examine the challenges and opportunities that exist, for such a sustainable security strategy to be developed. This book will be of much
interest to students of migration and diaspora communities, peace and conflict studies, security studies and ethnic conflict.
Marine Bivalve Molluscs Jul 16 2021 Marine Bivalve Molluscs Marine Bivalve Molluscs is a comprehensive and thoroughly updated
Second Edition of Bivalve Molluscs, covering all major aspects of this important class of invertebrates. As well as being an important class
biologically and ecologically, many of the bivalves are fished and cultured commercially (e.g. mussels, oysters, scallops and clams) in a
multi-billion dollar worldwide industry. Elizabeth Gosling has written a landmark book that will stand for many years as the standard work
on the subject. Chapters in Marine Bivalve Molluscs cover morphology, ecology, feeding, reproduction, settlement and recruitment,
growth, physiology, fisheries, aquaculture, genetics, diseases and parasites, and public health issues. A full understanding of many of these
aspects is vital for all those working in bivalve fisheries and culture. An essential purchase for anyone concerned with this important class
of animals, copies of Marine Bivalve Molluscs should be on the shelves of biologists, ecologists, environmental scientists, fisheries
scientists and personnel within the aquaculture industry. Copies of the book should be available in all libraries and research
establishments where these subjects are studied or taught. REVIEWS OF THE FIRST EDITION An admirable achievement…a valuable
addition to marine sciences libraries everywhere. The back cover of this book says that it is a landmark text that will stand for many years
as the standard work on this subject. I can only agree with this sentiment. ~ Aquaculture A welcome addition to the literature and provides
the reader with a comprehensive overview of biological and environmental factors that affect and control both natural populations of
marine bivalves and culture operations. ~ Aquaculture International The author has done an admirable job in compiling a wealth of
information into a readable text. ~ Transactions of the American Fisheries Society Will serve well as a description of much of both the
experimental biology and the aquaculture of bivalves. ~ Journal of Experimental Marine Biology and Ecology Provides excellent reviews
of all major aspects…an extremely important reference for anyone engaged in bivalve research, fisheries management, and aquaculture. ~
Quarterly Review of Biology The book is very readable, in an easy style. It is well illustrated and there is a wealth of data and statistics
presented. ~ Bulletin of the Malacological Society of London
The Handbook of Textile Culture Nov 07 2020 In recent years, the study of textiles and culture has become a dynamic field of scholarship,
reflecting new global, material and technological possibilities. This is the first handbook of specially commissioned essays to provide a
guide to the major strands of critical work around textiles past and present and to draw upon the work of artists and designers as well as
researchers in textiles studies. The handbook offers an authoritative and wide-ranging guide to the topics, issues, and questions that are
central to the study of textiles today: it examines how material practices reflect cross-cultural influences; it explores textiles' relationships
to history, memory, place, and social and technological change; and considers their influence on fashion and design, sustainable
production, craft, architecture, curation and contemporary textile art practice. This illustrated volume will be essential reading for students
and scholars involved in research on textiles and related subjects such as dress, costume and fashion, feminism and gender, art and design,
and cultural history. Cover image: Anne Wilson, To Cross (Walking New York), 2014. Site-specific performance and sculpture at The
Drawing Center, NYC. Thread cross research. Photo: Christie Carlson/Anne Wilson Studio.
Empowering Users through Design May 14 2021 At the crossroads of various disciplines, this collective work examines the possibility of a
new end-user “engagement” in ongoing digital/technological products and services development. It provides an overview of recent
research specifically focused on the user’s democratic participation and empowerment. It also enables readers to better identify the main
opportunities of participatory design, a concept which encourages the blurring of the role between user and designer. This allows people to
escape their status as “end-user” and to elevate themselves to the level of creator. This book explores new avenues for rethinking the
processes and practices of corporate innovation in order to cope with current socio-economic and technological changes. In so doing, it
aims to help companies renew industrial models that allow them to design and produce new ranges of technological products and services
by giving the user an active role in the development process, far beyond the basic role of consumer. Intended for designers, design
researchers and scientists interested in innovation and technology management, this book also provides a valuable resource for
professionals involved in technology-based innovation processes.
The Report: Trinidad & Tobago 2015 Jan 22 2022 Despite its small size, Trinidad and Tobago ranks highly on a number of economic
development indicators.According to estimates by the IMF, per capita income in T&T was $21,310 in 2014, the third-highest level in the
Americas, after the US and Canada. Meanwhile, the World Bank categorises T&T as a high-income, non-OECD nation, while the World
Economic Forum (WEF), in its reports on global competitiveness, sees T&T as an innovation-driven economy, like the US or the UK.
Adaptation in Young Adult Novels Dec 29 2019 Adaptation in Young Adult Novels argues that adapting classic and canonical literature
and historical places engages young adult readers with their cultural past and encourages them to see how that past can be rewritten. The
textual afterlives of classic texts raise questions for new readers: What can be changed? What benefits from change? How can you, too, be
agents of change? The contributors to this volume draw on a wide range of contemporary novels – from Rick Riordan's Percy Jackson
series and Megan Shepherd's Madman's Daughter trilogy to Jesmyn Ward's Salvage the Bones – adapted from mythology, fairy tales,
historical places, and the literary classics of Shakespeare, Charles Dickens, Jane Austen, and F. Scott Fitzgerald, among others.
Unpacking the new perspectives and critiques of gender, sexuality, and the cultural values of adolescents inherent to each adaptation, the
essays in this volume make the case that literary adaptations are just as valuable as original works and demonstrate how the texts studied
empower young readers to become more culturally, historically, and socially aware through the lens of literary diversity.
South Sudan Mar 12 2021 In July 2011, South Sudan was granted independence and became the world's newest country. Yet just two-anda-half years after this momentous decision, the country was in the grips of renewed civil war and political strife. Hilde F. Johnson served

as Special Representative of the Secretary-General and Head of the United Nations Mission in the Republic of South Sudan from July 2011
until July 2014 and, as such, she was witness to the many challenges which the country faced as it struggled to adjust to its new
autonomous state. In this book, she provides an unparalleled insider's account of South Sudan's descent from the ecstatic celebrations of
July 2011 to the outbreak of the disastrous conflict in December 2013 and the early, bloody phase of the fighting. Johnson's frequent
personal and private contacts at the highest levels of government, accompanied by her deep knowledge of the country and its history, make
this a unique eyewitness account of the turbulent first three years of the world's newest – and yet most fragile – country.
Minerals Yearbook Nov 19 2021 - Minerals Yearbook, 2014, V. 3: Area Reports: International: Asia and the Pacific. Volume III, Area
Reports: International, is published as four separate reports. These regional reports contain the latest available minerals data on more
than 180 foreign countries and discuss the importance of minerals to the economies of these nations and the United States. Each report
begins with an overview of the region's mineral industries during the year. It continues with individual country chapters that examine the
mining, refining, processing, and use of minerals in each country of the region and how each country's mineral industry relates to U.S.
industry. Most chapters include production tables and industry structure tables, information about Government policies and programs that
affect the country's mineral industry, and an outlook section.
Frontier Aug 05 2020 Get ahead of emerging markets with top-performer picks for up-and-comers Frontier helps investors successfully
navigate markets that are yet to “emerge,” with expert advice on spotting opportunities and minimising risks. With first-hand insights into
frontier markets as we travel with big-name fund managers from Mark Mobius to Morgan Stanley, this practical guide ranks countries,
stocks and bonds on a five- to ten-year horizon to steer investors toward the most promising destinations. Written in a compelling and
accessible travelogue narrative, each chapter covers a specific country, providing invaluable market analysis and a deep understanding of
the political, economic, and social background of those most likely to outperform. The key focus is on fresh ideas, based on the assessments
from top performing money managers when meeting challenges, hostilities or adversity, and observations after interviewing high-level
government officials and executives. With advanced economies shackled by debt and sluggish growth, investors are increasingly turning to
emerging markets for better returns. Yet the money managers who came out on top in China, India, and Brazil are now focusing their
attention on markets that have not yet emerged. This book applies the perspective of ten of the most successful fund managers in their field,
providing an unparalleled guide to assessing investment potential in places better known for conflict, poverty and corruption. · Discover
which markets have the best prospects, and which are potential disasters · Analyse individual markets by metrics including macro data,
global relative value comparisons of stocks and bonds, buy/ sell triggers, and more · Learn which industries, stocks and bonds should be
considered in each market · Examine each country through real-life on-the-ground assessment of corruption, conflict and other risks as
well as inspirational breakthroughs that signal opportunities This is a practical manual for all investors - whether students or professionals
- wanting to get to know the most promising new markets while avoiding the pitfalls. A must-read for corporate executives seeking global
capital, Frontier provides a better understanding of the changing international investment dynamic. Robin Wigglesworth, FT:
“Invaluable.” Mark Mobius, Templeton: “I love it! Beautiful descriptive writing.” Aliko Dangote, Wealthiest African: “Captivating tales,
masterly woven.”
Migration and the Education of Young People 0-19 Aug 17 2021 Migration and the Education of Young People 0–19 investigates
migration from a number of perspectives to consider the changing dynamics of society within different countries. Examining the data
associated with global migration by focusing on case studies from a wide range of countries, it provides detailed and balanced coverage of
this politically sensitive topic to explore the educational needs of migrant young people, the impact of large-scale migration to and from
countries and the policy challenges that individual countries face when ensuring adequate provision for migrant young people within their
education systems. Chapters cover: The reasons why people might move Social and emotional learning in Britain: a tool to guard against
cultural pollution? Migration into a global city: the economic and educational success of London Latvian people on the move and the
impact on education People’s movement – Greece Return migration in Lithuania: incoming challenges for children’s education The
United States, Latin America, immigration and education Tanzanian street children: victims, ordinary lives or extraordinary survivors?
This book explores the changing social dynamics through an extensive range of case studies and will be an essential resource for students
taking undergraduate and postgraduate courses in education, sociology and international relations.
Producing Women Feb 20 2022 Producing Women examines the ways femininity is produced through new media. Michele White considers
how women are constructed, produce themselves as subjects, form vital production cultures on sites like Etsy, and deploy technological
processes to reshape their identities and digital characteristics. She studies the means through which women market traditional female
roles, are viewed, and produce and restructure their gendered, raced, eroticized, and sexual identities. Incorporating a range of examples
across numerous forms of media—including trash the dress wedding photography, Internet how-to instructions about zombie walk brides,
nail polish blogging, DIY crafting, and reborn doll production—Producing Women elucidates women’s production cultures online, and the
ways that individuals can critically study and engage with these practices.
Refracted Economies Jun 26 2022 Refracted Economies examines the gendered impact of the diamond industry in the Canadian Northwest
Territories.
Chapter 4: The Facts, Figures, and Financials of ePublishing Oct 07 2020 Whether you are an aspiring self-publisher or the CEO of a
major publishing house, a freelance designer or sales person, this chapter will provide statistics, figures, and examples to help you make
sense of the business, economic, and marketing concerns of epublishing. Whether your intent is to sell yourself, your boss, or your clients,
or if you just want to educate yourself about the realities of the world of epublishing, you’ll find in this chapter an abundance of important,
relevant data. In this chapter, you will learn about the following: People and Their Device UsageThe Business of eBooksThe Business of
Children’s & Young Adult eBooksAuthors and Their IncomesThe Missing 30 Percent of DataSelf-PublishingThe Business of
eTextbooksThe Business of eMagazinesEnewspaperEtextbookDigital Comic Book
Public History Nov 27 2019 Public History: A Practical Guide explores history in the public sphere and examines the variety of skills that
historians require in the practice of public history. It discusses how through various mediums of interpretation and presentation a range of

actors, which include museums, archives, government agencies, community history societies and the media and digital media, make history
accessible to a wider audience. It provides the reader with an overview of the wider-world application and communication of history
beyond the classroom through core case studies for each sector that include ideas for best practice 'in the field'. This book offers an
accessible and engaging synopsis of a topic that has not previously been covered. By focusing on an area of study that has changed
substantially in the last decade, Public History: A Practical Guide presents a comprehensive outline of the practice of 'public history', and
provides ideas for future methodological approaches as well as a reference point for planning professional development in order to gain
future employment in these sectors. In the current economic climate, students need to understand the potential use of history beyond
university; this book contains the tools and advice needed for them to get one step ahead in terms of knowledge, skills and experience.
Regulating Speech in Cyberspace Feb 08 2021 This book analyses the role of businesses in regulating and influencing the exercise of free
speech on the internet.
Economic Outlook for Southeast Asia, China and India 2016 Enhancing Regional Ties Jul 24 2019 The annual Economic Outlook for
Southeast Asia, China and India examines Asia’s regional economic growth, development and regional integration process.
Global Economic Prospects, Volume 9, June 2014 Sep 29 2022 The global economy got off to a bumpy start this year, but growth in 2015
and 2016 looks to be broadly on track. Projections for developing countries in 2014 have been down downgraded by 0.5 percentage points
to 4.8 percent mainly reflecting weak first quarter growth in the US due to weather and the conflict in Ukraine. Going forward growth is
projected to firm to 5.3 and 5.5 percent in 2015 and 2016 supported by easy global financial conditions and rebounding exports as highincome countries continue to recover under the influence of a reduced drag from fiscal consolidation and improving labor markets.
Financial conditions will eventually tighten, and when they do there is risk of further volatility. Most developing countries are in good
fiscal and financial shape, but where vulnerabilities remain countries need to tighten policy to reduce the potential impact of external
shocks. Overall, growth for developing countries will be solid but not strong enough to generate the income and employment gains needed
to eliminate poverty by 2013. As a result, countries need to focus on structural reform in order to lift growth in and enduring and
sustainable manner.
Korea Focus - June 2014 Oct 31 2022 Korea Focus is a monthly webzine accessible at (www.koreafocus.or.kr), which includes editorials,
columns, features, interviews, and essays on Korean current affairs and related international issues. Since its inception in 1993, the journal
has served as a foremost source of objective information on Korea, contributing to a broader understanding of Korean society and
promoting Korean Studies among academic institutions and policy think tanks abroad. The articles are selected from leading Korean
newspapers, news magazines, and academic journals. * In addition to the webzine, the content of Korea Focus is available via e-book
service for mobile devices. Those who are interested in subscription may register their email address at the website.
Private Equity Jul 28 2022 During the past few decades, private equity (PE) has attracted considerable attention from investors,
practitioners, and academicians. In fact, a substantial literature on PE has emerged. PE offers benefits for institutional and private wealth
management clients including diversification and enhancement of risk-adjusted returns. However, the lack of transparency, regulatory
restrictions, and liquidity concerns that exist for some PE options limit their attractiveness for some investors. Private Equity:
Opportunities and Risks offers a synthesis of the theoretical and empirical literature on PE in both emerging and developed markets. The
book examines PE and provides important insights about topics such as major types of PE (venture capital, leveraged, buyouts, mezzanine
capital, and distressed debt investments), how PE works, performance and measurement, uses and structure, and trends. Readers can gain
an in-depth understanding about PE from academics and practitioners from around the world. Private Equity: Opportunities and Risks
provides a fresh look at the intriguing yet complex subject of PE. A group of renowned experts take readers through the core topics and
issues of PE, and also examine the latest trends and cutting-edge developments in the field. Additionally, discussion of research on PE
permeates the book. The coverage extends from discussing basic concepts and their application to increasingly complex and real-world
situations. Thus, this volume spans the gamut from theoretical to practical, while offering a useful balance of detailed and user-friendly
coverage. This fresh and intriguing examination of PE is essential reading for anyone hoping to gain a better understanding of PE, from
seasoned professionals to those aspiring to enter the demanding world of finance.
DC Machines and Transformers (For GTU) Apr 12 2021 This book has been written for the students of third semester of electrical
engineering of Gujarat Technological University (GTU). It would also be useful for the students of third semester of power electronics
branch. The book provides comprehensive knowledge of the DC machines and transformers and has an extended summary in the form of
‘Key points to remember’, and a large number of solved and unsolved problems. In the exercise, the questions have been presented in
accordance with the GTU examination pattern. Key Features • Strictly as per the GTU syllabus • Over 125 descriptive questions •
Examinations oriented approach • Includes questions of the last five years of GTU examinations
Yearbook of Muslims in Europe, Volume 7 Aug 24 2019 The Yearbook of Muslims in Europe is an essential resource for analysis of
Europe's dynamic Muslim populations. This comprehensive annual reference work summarizes significant activities, trends and
developments, and features the most current statistical information available from forty-four European countries.
Climate Justice in a Non-ideal World Mar 31 2020 Climate change is a pressing international political issue, for which a practical but
principled solution is urgently required. Climate Justice in a Non-Ideal World aims to make normative theorising on climate justice more
relevant and applicable to political realities and public policy. The motivation behind this edited collection is that normative theorising has
something to offer even in an imperfect world mired by partial compliance and unfavourable circumstances. In the last years, a lively
debate has sprung up in political philosophy about non-ideal theory and there has also been an upsurge of interest in the various normative
issues raised by climate change such as intergenerational justice, transnational harm, collective action, or risk assessment. However, there
has been little systematic discussion of the links between climate justice and non-ideal theory even though the former would seem like a
paradigm example of the relevance of the latter. The aim of this edited volume is to address this. In doing so, the volume presents original
work from leading experts on climate ethics, including several who have participated in climate policy. The first part of the book discusses
those facets of the debate on climate justice that become relevant due to the shortcomings of current global action on climate change. The

second part makes specific suggestions for adjusting current policies and negotiating procedures in ways that are feasible in the relatively
short term while still decreasing the distance between current climate policy and the ideal. The chapters in the third and final part reflect
upon how philosophical work can be brought to bear on the debates in climate science, communication, and politics.
Information Communication Technology and Poverty Alleviation Sep 25 2019 Despite global economic disparities, recent years have seen
rapid technological changes in developing countries, as it is now common to see people across all levels of society with smartphones in
their hands and computers in their homes. However, does access to Information Communication Technologies (ICTs) actually improve the
day-to-day lives of low-income citizens? This book argues that access to the internet can help alleviate poverty, improve development
outcomes, and is now vital for realizing many human rights. This book posits that good governance is essential to the realization of
inclusive pro-poor development goals, and puts forward policy recommendations that aim to mitigate the complex digital divide by
employing governance as the primary actor. In making his argument, the author provides a quantitative analysis of developing countries,
conjoined with a targeted in-depth study of Mexico. This mixed method approach provides an intriguing case for how improvements in the
quality of governance impacts both ICT penetration, and poverty alleviation. Overall, the book challenges the neoliberal deterministic
perspective that the open market will "solve" technology diffusion, and argues instead that good governance is the lynchpin that creates
conducive conditions for ICTs to make an impact on poverty alleviation. In fact, the digital divide should not be considered binary, rather it
is a multifaceted problem where income, education, and language all need to be considered to address it effectively. This book will be
useful for researchers/students of development, communication technologies, and comparative politics as well as for development
practitioners and policy makers with an interest in how modern technology is impacting the poor in the developing world.
Constructing the Welfare State in the British Press May 26 2022 Analysing political discourse in the British press during a time of crisis
and austerity, this book examines how the concept of the welfare state has been constructed between 2008 and 2015. At a time when the
financial crisis and government policies have put the welfare state under increased pressure, a corpus from four British newspapers from
across the political spectrum - the Guardian, Daily Mirror, Daily Mail, and Daily Telegraph - is brought together to investigate the
political debate on its evaluation and the ambiguity about its exact definition. Combining two theoretical approaches, Malgorzata Paprota
outlines the figurative models and scenarios relevant to this element of the political system. The discourse-historical approach to discourse
analysis is used to establish what the welfare state is, tracing the boundaries of the concept and which elements of political reality are
explicitly associated with it. Conceptual metaphor theory is then used to explore the figurative conceptualisations of the welfare state.
Together, this book shows the discursive construction, and shifting boundaries and metaphors, of the welfare state by the British press and
its use in current political debates.
Managing Organizations for Sustainable Development in Emerging Countries Jun 02 2020 Managing Organizations for Sustainable
Development in Emerging Countries focuses on the main challenges and opportunities of managing firms and emerging economies in the
light of sustainable development. One of the key questions of sustainable development is how organizations from developing countries are
achieving their economic goals while considering, simultaneously, environmental issues like conservation of natural resources, ecoefficiency, biodiversity conservation, and climate-change mitigation. These questions are relevant for government, industry, and urban
sustainability. However, in the modern literature that discusses organizational management for sustainable development, few studies focus
on the reality of organizations from emerging countries. Moreover, changing environmental legislation in emerging countries (such as
China and Brazil) will affect organizational managers. In this context, this book may contribute to organizational management in the
search for more sustainable organizations, as well as deal with the challenges of managing organizations in the context of increased social
problems, degradation of natural resources, loss of biodiversity, and climate change. This book was published as a special issue of the
International Journal of Sustainable Development & World Ecology.
Security Rights in Intellectual Property Dec 09 2020 This book discusses the main legal and economic challenges to the creation and
enforcement of security rights in intellectual property and explores possible avenues of reform, such as more specific rules for security in
IP rights and better coordination between intellectual property law and secured transactions law. In the context of business financing,
intellectual property rights are still only reluctantly used as collateral, and on a small scale. If they are used at all, it is mostly done in the
form of a floating charge or some other “all-asset” security right. The only sector in which security rights in intellectual property play a
major role, at least in some jurisdictions, is the financing of movies. On the other hand, it is virtually undisputed that security rights in
intellectual property could be economically valuable, or even crucial, for small and medium-sized enterprises – especially for start-ups,
which are often very innovative and creative, but have limited access to corporate financing and must rely on capital markets
(securitization, capital market). Therefore, they need to secure bank loans, yet lack their own traditional collateral, such as land.
The Power of the Media in Health Communication Feb 29 2020 Health is a contested concept that has been defined in numerous ways.
The media is extremely powerful in promoting health beliefs and in creating role models for contemporary people. The ways in which
health is defined or understood can have wide-ranging implications and can have an impact on issues such as health promotion or health
literacy. Health presentation in the media has a significant social impact because this type of message is important in changing people's
beliefs, attitudes and behaviours relating to health and in promoting health-related knowledge among the target audience. The present
volume provides an interdisciplinary and multicultural contemporary approach to the controversial link between medicine and media. The
authors that have contributed to this volume analyse the media and medicine from different perspectives and different countries (USA, UK,
Portugal, Turkey, Taiwan, Mexico, Estonia, Romania), thus offering a re-positioning of the study of media and medicine. The new
perspectives offered by this volume will be of interest to any health communication or media studies student or academic since they bring to
light new ideas, new methodologies and new results.
Security and the Turkey-EU Accession Process Mar 24 2022 This study examines the history and politics of Turkey-EU relations since
1959, exploring the complex interaction of geostrategic and normative concerns which have resulted in the current lack of accession
progress and Turkey's slide to authoritarianism.
Corpus Linguistics, Context and Culture May 02 2020 Corpus Linguistics, Context and Culture demonstrates the potential of corpus

linguistic methods for investigating language patterns across a range of contexts. Organised in three sections, the chapters range from
detailed case studies on lexico-grammatical patterns to fundamental discussions of meaning as part of the ‘discourse, contexts and
cultures’ theme. The final part on ‘learner contexts’ specifically emphasises the need for mixed-method approaches and the consideration
of pedagogical implications for real world contexts. Beyond its contribution to current debates in the field, this edited volume indicates new
directions in cross-disciplinary work.
Higher English: Reading for Understanding, Analysis and Evaluation Jun 22 2019 Exam Board: SQA Level: Higher Subject: English First
Teaching: September 2014 First Exam: June 2015 A brand new edition of the former Higher English Close Reading, completely rewritten
for the new Higher element - worth 30% of marks in the final exam. Written by two highly experienced authors, this book shows you how to
practise for the Reading for Understanding, Analysis and Evaluation section of the CfE Higher English exam. It introduces the terms and
concepts that lie behind success and offers guidance on the interpretation of questions and targeting answers. - Acquire and improve the
skills needed for success in this area of CfE Higher - Includes questions and passages to reflect the style of assessments in this section of
the paper - Revise for the exam using the practice papers and accompanying book of suggested answers
The Defense Industrial Base Sep 17 2021 The US and international defense industrial sectors have faced many challenges over the last
twenty years, including cycles of growth and shrinkage in defense budgets, shifts in strategic defense priorities, and macroeconomic
volatility. In the current environment, the defense sector faces a combination of these challenges and must struggle with the need to
maintain critical aspects of the defense industrial base as defense priorities change and as defense budgets reduce or plateau. Moreover,
the defense sector in the US is interconnected both with defense sectors in other countries and with other industry sectors in the US and
global economies. As a result, strategic decisions made in one defense sector impact the defense sectors of other countries, as well as other
areas of the economy. Given her academic, corporate, and Department of Defense experience as a leading economist and policy-maker,
Dr. Nayantara Hensel is perfectly positioned to examine the interrelationship between these forces both historically and in the current
environment, and to assess the implications for the future global defense industrial base.
Chinese Research Perspectives on Society, Volume 4 Sep 05 2020 This volume gives an overview of China’s social conditions. Issues
discussed include trends in the job market, income, consumption, social security, internet development and others. Groups such as urban
residents, migrant workers and university students and graduates receive special attention.
China-Taiwan Rapprochement Dec 21 2021 This book examines how since about 2008 the economy of Taiwan has become ever more
deeply integrated into the economy of China. It goes beyond a consideration of trade and investment flows, and discusses also the large
population flows, the growing integration of the two financial systems and the nature of the deep economic integration at the industry and
firm level. It considers the impact of growing economic integration on society and politics, assesses how China-Taiwan economic
integration is affecting the East Asian region more widely, and explores the implications for international relations, including the United
States dominance in the region. Overall, the book presents a comprehensive analysis of all the issues.
CJEU - Recent Developments in Direct Taxation 2019 Jul 04 2020 CJEU – The most important cases in the field of direct Taxation A
great number of cases pending before the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) concern the fundamental freedoms and direct
taxation. In particular, the number of infringement procedures brought before the CJEU by the European Commission has been increasing
year on year. The CJEU is still in the driver’s seat in the area of direct taxation. All judgements and pending cases, therefore, have to be
carefully analyzed by academics as well as practitioners. This book discusses the most important cases in the field of direct taxation
pending before or recently decided by the CJEU. Moreover, the national background of these cases is discussed and possible infringements
of the fundamental freedoms and secondary EU law are analyzed. The analyses are presented by esteemed national and European tax law
experts. By examining the preliminary questions, the arguments brought forward by the parties and existing CJEU case law, the authors
provide insight into the possible reasoning of the Court. Moreover, this book goes to the heart of the national tax systems, exposing hidden
obstacles to the fundamental freedoms.
The Politics of Extreme Austerity Apr 24 2022 This volume investigates the policies and politics of extreme austerity, setting the crisis in
Greece in its global context. Featuring multidisciplinary contributions and an exclusive interview with former Greek Prime Minister
George Papandreou, this is the first comprehensive account of the economic crisis at the heart of Europe.
Minerals Yearbook Oct 19 2021 - Minerals Yearbook, 2014, V. 3: Area Reports: International: Asia and the Pacific. Volume III, Area
Reports: International, is published as four separate reports. These regional reports contain the latest available minerals data on more
than 180 foreign countries and discuss the importance of minerals to the economies of these nations and the United States. Each report
begins with an overview of the region's mineral industries during the year. It continues with individual country chapters that examine the
mining, refining, processing, and use of minerals in each country of the region and how each country's mineral industry relates to U.S.
industry. Most chapters include production tables and industry structure tables, information about Government policies and programs that
affect the country's mineral industry, and an outlook section.
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